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Heavy Flavor Physics In Hadronic EnvironmentHeavy Flavor Physics In Hadronic Environment

Tevatron Tevatron is great for heavy flavor:is great for heavy flavor:
••  Enormous   Enormous bb production cross-section, production cross-section,
    x1000 times larger than e    x1000 times larger than e++ee-- B B
        factoriesfactories
••    All B species are produced (BAll B species are produced (B00, B, B++,,
          ΛΛbb, B, Bss, etc, etc……))

However,However,
••  Inelastic (QCD) background is about  Inelastic (QCD) background is about
   x1000 larger than b cross-section   x1000 larger than b cross-section
••  Online triggering and reconstruction  Online triggering and reconstruction
        is a challenge:  collision rate ~1MHzis a challenge:  collision rate ~1MHz
         tape writing limit ~100Hz tape writing limit ~100Hz
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  bb’’s produced via strong interactions produced via strong interaction

decay via weak interactiondecay via weak interaction
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Heavy Flavor Production FractionsHeavy Flavor Production Fractions CDF
Rate of b quark fragmentation with other quarks to formRate of b quark fragmentation with other quarks to form
B Mesons and baryons:B Mesons and baryons:
••  B* and B** contribution not disentangledB* and B** contribution not disentangled
••BB00, B, B++, B, Bss and and  ΛΛbb  →→  ffdd, f, fuu, , ffss  and fand fΛΛbb

••Measure relative fractions Measure relative fractions ffuu//ffdd  ,,  ffss/(f/(fuu++ffdd  )), , ffΛΛbb /(f /(fuu++ffd d ))

Using Using semileptonicsemileptonic B and B and  ΛΛb b decays we measure:decays we measure:  

ffΛΛb b  differs from LEP by  differs from LEP by ~~2.2 2.2 σσ

CDF (360pbCDF (360pb-1-1):):
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Excited B-Mesons: TheoryExcited B-Mesons: Theory

   L =       0                       1
   jq =     1/2           1/2             3/2
  JP = 0-       1-      0+      1+     1+         2+

B        B*     B*
0    B*

1     B1     B*
2

Established

 Good qualitative understandingGood qualitative understanding

•• 4  4 P-P-states: Bstates: B**
00, B, B**

11, B, B11, B, B**
22

•• B B**
00, B, B**

11 decay through S-wave decay through S-wave
  They are very wide (~100MeV).  They are very wide (~100MeV).

•• B B11, B, B**
22 decay through D-wave decay through D-wave

  and should be narrow (  and should be narrow (~~10 10 MeVMeV).).

••  BB**
22  can decay tocan decay to B B**!!  andand  BB!! ; ;

••  BB11  can decaycan decay  onlyonly  toto  BB**!! ; ;
Less good quantitative descriptionLess good quantitative description

•• Prediction of masses, widths Prediction of masses, widths
   and decay properties is less   and decay properties is less
   precise.   precise.Prediction of masses from M. Prediction of masses from M. Di PierroDi Pierro,,

E.E.EichtenEichten, , Phys.Rev. D64:114004, 2001Phys.Rev. D64:114004, 2001
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Excited B-MesonsExcited B-Mesons

••Starting from a sample ofStarting from a sample of
              ~~16k B+ 16k B+ →→J/J/ψψK+K+
••  Look for aLook for a  PionPion
••  Evaluate the differenceEvaluate the difference M(B M(Bππ) - M(B)) - M(B)
      (better resolution (better resolution ~~9MeV/c9MeV/c22))
••  γγ from B* decays is  from B* decays is notnot reconstructed reconstructed
        (this explains the two peaks from B(this explains the two peaks from B22

**))

N(B**): 504± 80

)πBB(Br
)πBB(Br
)πBB(Br
)πBB(Br

)Bb(Br
)πBBb(Br

(*)*
2

**
2

(*)
J

*
1

(*)
J

→
→
→
→

→
→ →

± = 0.16 ± 0.024 (stat) ± 0.028 (syst) 

= 0.545 ± 0.064 (stat) ± 0.071 (syst)

= 0.513 ± 0.092 (stat) ± 0.115 (syst)

M(B1) = 5720.8 ± 2.5 (stat) ± 5.3 (syst)  MeV/c2 
M(B2

*) -- M(B1) = 25.2 ± 3.0 (stat) ± 1.1(syst) MeV/c2 
Γ(B1)≡ Γ(B2

*)    = 6.6 ± 5.3 (stat) ± 4.2 (syst)  MeV/c2 

ProductionProduction
and Decayand Decay
(D0 1 (D0 1 fbfb-1-1))

Masses andMasses and
widthswidths
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First Direct Observation of BFirst Direct Observation of Bs2s2
*0*0 Meson Meson

••((bsbs) system is expected to have a similar pattern of ) system is expected to have a similar pattern of PP-states-states, as, as
    for (for (bdbd) and () and (bubu))
••BBsJsJ  decay to decay to BB(*)(*)KK    (Bs** (Bs** →→ Bs Bsππ suppressed due  suppressed due Isospin Isospin conservation).conservation).
••Same Same B+ B+ →→J/J/ψψK+ sampleK+ sample
••Looking for a Looking for a KaonKaon instead of a  instead of a ππ  (Assign the Kaon mass to the additional track)(Assign the Kaon mass to the additional track)
••Signal can be interpreted as Signal can be interpreted as BBs2s2

*0 *0 →→  BKBK ( (Significance Significance >5>5σσ))

M(Bs2
*0) = 5839.1 ± 1.4 (stat) ± 1.5 (syst)  MeV/c2

(D0 1(D0 1 fb fb-1-1))
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Excited B: Comparison to the TheoryExcited B: Comparison to the Theory

B    B*   B*
0   B*

1   B1    B*
2

Established

DØ result

d,uq),qb( =

Bs    B*
s   B*

s0   B*
s1   Bs1   B*

s2

Established

DØ result
)sb(

Prediction of masses from M. Prediction of masses from M. Di PierroDi Pierro, E., E.EichtenEichten, , Phys.Rev. D64:114004, 2001Phys.Rev. D64:114004, 2001

Theory predicts same mass splitting for (Theory predicts same mass splitting for (bsbs) and () and (bdbd/u); interpreting this/u); interpreting this
measurement as measurement as M(BM(Bs2s2

*0*0) ) and combining with theand combining with the  M(BM(B22
**) - M(B) - M(B11) ) resultresult::

••BBs2s2
*0 *0 →→  BB**KK  suppressedsuppressed by phase space  by phase space ( no signal around 0.025 ( no signal around 0.025 GeVGeV/c/c2 2 ))

••BBs1s1
0 0     →→  BB**KK is is under  under BBs1s1  mass thresholdmass threshold  ( ( M(M(BBs1s1

00)-M(B*)-M(K) =  - 4.9 )-M(B*)-M(K) =  - 4.9 ±± 3.1  3.1 GeV GeV /c/c2 2 ))
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BBcc  Mass MeasurementMass Measurement
CDF

Mass(Bc) = 6275.2 +/- 4.3 +/- 2.3 MeV/c2

Most precise measurement of Most precise measurement of Bc Bc massmass

Significance > 6Significance > 6σσ
over search areaover search area

Fully reconstructed decay:Fully reconstructed decay:

BBcc  -> J/-> J/ψψ  ππ

Done blindDone blind(CDF 0.8 (CDF 0.8 fbfb-1-1))

Compared to lattice calculation thatCompared to lattice calculation that
agreed with data elsewhereagreed with data elsewhere
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BBcc  Lifetime MeasurementLifetime Measurement
••  Bc lifetime extracted from B  Bc lifetime extracted from Bcc   J/ J/ψψeeννX X   samplesample

••  More stat than   More stat than 
   hadronic mode   hadronic mode

••  But also more   But also more 
    background too    background too

•• BBcc  lifetime measured with lifetime measured with J/J/ψψ++e channele channel
     0.474 +0.074/-0.066      0.474 +0.074/-0.066 ±±0.033 0.033 psps                (CDF: Best in the world)(CDF: Best in the world)

•• Theoretical prediction:  0.55 Theoretical prediction:  0.55 ±± 0.15  0.15 psps V. Kiselev, hep-ph/0308214

CDF
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CP-violation parameter of BCP-violation parameter of B00 mixing and decay mixing and decay

Goal is to measureGoal is to measure εεbb with part per mil precision by looking forwith part per mil precision by looking for
asymmetry in like-sign asymmetry in like-sign dimuonsdimuons::

••  First measure theFirst measure the
   raw Asymmetry   raw Asymmetry
   correcting for detector   correcting for detector
      effectseffects
••Then extract theThen extract the
      contribution fromcontribution from
      B decays:B decays:  ffbb

AASL SL = = ffbb    * * AARAWRAW
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CP-violation parameter : resultsCP-violation parameter : results

Cross-Check:Cross-Check:
extractextract  χχ

Using Using 970 970 pbpb-1-1 of data of data,,

ASL = - 0.0044 ± 0.0040 (stat) ± 0.0028 (syst)

= - 0.0011 ± 0.0010 (stat) ± 0.0007 (syst)

••  Currently Currently world bestworld best
measurementmeasurement
••  AgreesAgrees with other results with other results
and SM expectationand SM expectation
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Composition of B Composition of B →→ h h++hh--‘‘
CDF

2327 ± 77 signal yield
S/B ≅ 6.5 at the peak

The Peak is a mixture ofThe Peak is a mixture of
several contributions:several contributions:

•• B Bdd→→  ππππ
••  BBdd→→  ππKK
•• B Bss→→ KK KK
•• B Bss→→ K  K ππ

((ππππ hypothesis) hypothesis)

Need to separate eachNeed to separate each
contribution exploiting:contribution exploiting:
••  KinematicsKinematics
•• Particle Identification Particle Identification
      information (information (dEdE//dxdx))

Separate on Separate on 
statistical basisstatistical basis
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Multi - Dim Multi - Dim Unbinned Unbinned Likelihood FitLikelihood FitCDF

B0→ π+π- + c.c.

B0
s → K+K- + c.c.

B0 → K-π+ B0 → K+π-

B0
s → K+π- B0

s → K-π+

MC MC MC

MCMCMC

Kinematics discrimination:Kinematics discrimination:

ππππ-mass -mass vsvs signed signed
momentum imbalance:momentum imbalance:

(1- (1- ppminmin//ppmaxmax)q)qminmin

discriminates modes (anddiscriminates modes (and
flavors in flavors in KKππ modes). modes).

dEdE//dx dx discrimination:discrimination:

1.41.4σσ  KK//ππ  separation at separation at p p > 2> 2  GeV  GeV/c/c

((≡≡  60% of 60% of ““perfectperfect”” separation) separation)
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B B →→ h h++hh--‘‘  : Fit Projections and A: Fit Projections and ACPCP CDF

CDF (355 CDF (355 pbpb-1-1))

••  Result is consistent with B FactoriesResult is consistent with B Factories
•• Update on Decay Ratios expected in a near future Update on Decay Ratios expected in a near future
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First BFirst Bss  →→ K K++KK-  -  Lifetime MeasurementLifetime Measurement CDF
••    Measurement of BMeasurement of Bss -> K -> K++KK-- lifetime (= lifetime (=ττLL) in ) in 360pb360pb-1-1

••    Same technique described before (kin/PID MLSame technique described before (kin/PID ML unbinned  unbinned fit):fit):
      include Lifetimeinclude Lifetime

ΔΓΔΓss/Γ/Γss  ==  -0.080 -0.080 ±± 0.23 (stat)  0.23 (stat) ±±0.030.03  ((systsyst))

          Extraction ofExtraction of  ΔΓΔΓ(CP)/(CP)/ΓΓ(CP):(CP):
••  ~~ 95% CP even, measures 95% CP even, measures
      lifetime of lifetime of ““Light BsLight Bs””
•• This measurement gives This measurement gives
        ccττLL  = 1.53 = 1.53 ±± 0.18  0.18 ±± 0.02 0.02  psps
••  HFAG average gives weightedHFAG average gives weighted
    average:average:  (  (ττLL

22 + +ττHH
22) /() /(ττLL  ++  ττHH))

•• Extract Extract  ΔΓΔΓss(CP)(CP)

(CDF:World best)(CDF:World best)
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SummarySummary
CDF

••  Tevatron Tevatron experiments are working greatexperiments are working great
•• Several interesting analysis in the works with best Several interesting analysis in the works with best
      world resultworld result
••  Exciting times !Exciting times !
•• Don Don’’t miss  next talk: we will hear t miss  next talk: we will hear mixingmixing
        resultsresults from  from TevatronTevatron..
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Backup SlidesBackup Slides
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CDF and D0 detectorsCDF and D0 detectors

CDF:CDF:
••  Excellent silicon vertex detector  Excellent silicon vertex detector
••  Good particle identification (  Good particle identification (K,K,ππ))
••  Good momentum and mass  Good momentum and mass
   resolutions   resolutions

  

  D0:D0:
••  Extended tracking and   Extended tracking and muonmuon
        coveragecoverage
••  Good electron identification  Good electron identification
••  New innermost-layer silicon  New innermost-layer silicon
   detector will be    detector will be installed in Marchinstalled in March
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Summary of Summary of ΔΓΔΓss/Γ/Γss measurements measurements

• CDF BBss  →→ K K++KK--    :: -0.080 -0.080 ±± 0.23  0.23 ±±  0.03  0.03  ((210210 pb pb-1-1))  

• D0  BBss  →→ J/ J/ψφ    ψφ    :: 0.240.24 ±±            ±±            (            (220 220 pbpb-1-1))
0.280.28

0.380.38
0.030.03

0.040.04

• CDF  BBss  →→ J/ J/ψφ ψφ :: 0.650.65 ±±            ±± 0.01   0.01      ((210 210 pbpb-1-1))
0.250.25
0.330.33
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B B →→ h h++hh--‘‘

Raw fractionsRaw fractionsSystematicsSystematics

CDF:CDF:          - 0.058 - 0.058 ±± 0.039  0.039 ±± 0.007  0.007 
BaBarBaBar::    - 0.13 - 0.13 ±± 0.03  0.03 ±± 0.009  0.009 
Belle:Belle:        - 0.101 - 0.101 ±± 0.025  0.025 ±± 0.005 0.005 
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D0: D0: toroid toroid and and solenodi solenodi polaritypolarity

••  Apparent Apparent dimuon dimuon charge asymmetry less than 0.006charge asymmetry less than 0.006
•• First order cancellation using polarity reversion First order cancellation using polarity reversion
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CP-violation parameter: CP-violation parameter: systematicssystematics

ARAW = - 0.0013 ± 0.0012 (stat) ± 0.0008 (syst)
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ΛΛbb Lifetime Lifetime
•   Lifetime measurements are important tests ofLifetime measurements are important tests of
      Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE)      Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE)

••   Long standing  Long standing  ~~22σσ  effecteffect  between theory and experimentbetween theory and experiment
       on       on  ττ((ΛΛbb)/)/ττ(B(B00).  Experiment on the low side).  Experiment on the low side

••  CDF has measured the   CDF has measured the ΛΛbb

   lifetime using fully reconstructed   lifetime using fully reconstructed
                                ΛΛbb   J/ J/ψ Λψ Λ
••Better proper time resolution thanBetter proper time resolution than
      semileptonic modesemileptonic mode
••    Combine with Combine with ΛΛccp p channel, CDFchannel, CDF
   has the largest fully reconstructed    has the largest fully reconstructed 
      ΛΛb b sample in the worldsample in the world

CDF
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ΛΛbb Lifetime Lifetime

CDF (370pb-1):CDF (370pb-1):

pssyststatb )(02.0)(45.1)( 14.0
13.0 ±=Λ +

−τ

••  Active theoretical work toActive theoretical work to
  accommodate data  accommodate data
•• CDF CDF’’s new result sits in thes new result sits in the
  theory preferred region  theory preferred region
•• Need more experimental  Need more experimental 
  inputs to resolve the issue  inputs to resolve the issue
•• Updated Results in a few  Updated Results in a few 
    weeksweeks

Tarantino, et al.
hep-ph/0203089

ExperimentExperiment
(world (world avgavg))

CDFCDF
ResultResult

CDF


